A cloud and aerosol radiative forcing and physical process study involving active laser and radar profiling with a combination of passive radiometric sounders and imagers would use the space station as an observation platform. The objectives are to observe the full three dimensional cloud and aerosol structure and the associated physical parameters leading to a complete measurement of radiation forcing processes. The instruments would include specialized radar and lidar for cloud and aerosol profiling, visible, infrared and microwave imaging radiometers with comprehensive channels for cloud and aerosol observation and specialized sounders. The low altitude, available power and servicing capability of the space station are significant advantages for the active sensors and multiple passive instruments.
INTRODUCTION
Since clouds and aerosol play an overwhelming role in the climate system, it is generally recognized that the lack of knowledge of the cloud and aerosol leads to one of the main uncertainties for the prediction and modeling of climate.
As a result, cloud and aerosol observations are generally placed as the top priority for climate research, for example by the U.S. Despite a seeming plethora of existing and planned satellite cloud observations, it is well understood that our knowledge of clouds is still to be limited by our inability to resolve the full three-dimensional structure of clouds and other important variables on a global scale. The influence of clouds on the vertical distribution of radiative heating in the atmosphere and the distribution of radiative fluxes are crucial areas that are equal in importance to latent heating. The vertical distribution of cloud water and cloud ice must be known globally.
Also the magnitude and distribution of radiative influence by aerosol is recognized to be a major uncertainty for present modeling of climate. Aerosols in the atmosphere are highly variable. Transport and radiative heating is related to the vertical distribution.
In addition to the vertical distribution, radiation effects are dependent on aerosol absorption. These factors are not to be sufficiently observed within existing programs. Improved future space observations are needed to adequately present answers to the following questions:
.
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3.
4.
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What The combination of instruments would be focused on the specific science questions as listed above.
The objective of the mission for clouds would be the retrieval full three dimensional structure of clouds and cloud radiative heating and cooling along with quantitative retrieval of the amount of liquid water, water vapor and ice in clouds and microphysics important to radiation and cloud processes. Full vertical profiling of clouds requires both radar and lidar (Brown et al., 1995; Spinhime et al., 1996) . Cloud profiling radar can define the structure of dense, Polarization analysis also removes sensitivity from surface albedo and can be used in a retrieval of aod and also an aerosol particle size parameter. The correct mix of passive measurements and lidar would provide for comprehensive sensing of aerosol parameters and would be provided by the proposed mission.
Instruments
The suggested measurement and instrument suite for the cloud and aerosol remote sensing mission are summarized in table 1 and individually described below.
Cloud Radar
Cloud profiling radar is a relatively new instrument technique, but one that is well demonstrated, cloud radar at 95 gHz will profile through thick clouds and indicate cloud base in many cases, but it is to be expected that thin clouds, especially when composed of small particles, will not bc observable, Although cloud ra 'dar directly shows vertical structure, the signal depends in a complex way on cloud microphysics and cannot independently provide quantitative variables. Asensitive cloud radar isalarge instrument requiring significant power.
Cloud and Aerosol Lidar
For atmospheric lidar, large, instruments are required to obtain sufficient performance for basic cloud and aerosol profiling. Another limitation is that the basic measurement of these instruments is a quantity, the attenuated backscatter that is not directly related to the important physical and radiation parameters of clouds and aerosols. An advanced lidar concept involving multiple wavelengths and fields-of-view for cloud and aerosol observations can address the two issues given above. CW diode pumped, high pulse frequency lasers, and the use of narrow band tuned etalon blocking filters will improve the efficiency and coverage of spaceborne cloud and aerosol profiling. Lidar is sensitive to thin cloud and aerosol but does not profile through thick clouds. In combination with radar, full cloud profiling is possible. Also in some cases, combined signals from radar and lidar are applicable to particle size retrieval.
Visible and IR Imaging Radiometer
Imaging radiometers at visible and infrared wavelengths are a basic instrument for measurements of sea surface temperature, cloud coverage, vegetation and aerosols. There are benefits to earth remote sensing from increasing spatial resolution, the number of bands and the spectral resolution of bands. Instruments based on array detectors, such as the imagers on the Lewis satellite and the shuttle ISIR instrument lead in this direction.
Broadband Radiometers
Radiative flux measurement is a requirement for any experiment relating to cloud forcing. The CERES instrument on EOS is an example. A more capable and lower cost instrument could possibly be developed.
UV/Vis Aerosol Radiometer
Shortwave instruments for aerosol and some cloud retrievals, such as those from TOMS, are making rapid progress in application techniques and instrumentation.
For new UV sounding, the spatial resolution can be improved to 1 x 1 kin2 from the current TOMS average pixel of 100 x 100 kin2. 
Microwave
Radiometer. The use of low frequency microwave sensing to retrieve cloud liquid water content over oceans is well known.
In the past few years theoretical and observational studies have indicated that high frequency radiometer channels above 300 GHz have applications for the water content of ice crystal clouds. Advances in technology allow radiometers with chtmnels to 800 GHz.
F'IS.
The infrared sounding potential of FTS instruments has applications for cloud particle retrievals which is significandy enhanced if combined with direct cloud vertical structure information.
MISSION CHARACTERISTICS
There are a number of reasons why the International Space Station should be considered as a platform for the multi sensor cloud sensing mission. Most basically, an independent free flyer mission including the instrument and measurement suite described above would be extremely expensive due to the number of instruments and the power and mass required. A well demonstrated alternative to the difficulty and expense of typical free satellite instruments are Space Shuttle Hitchhiker (SSH) experiments. SSH instrument have been successfully flown for costs on the order of a tenth that of an equivalent flee flyer Instrument.
Part of the cost savings relates to the low lifetime needed for shuttle experiment, but to a larger extent the advantages stem from a standard and easy to implement data, control, power and thermal interface environment.
In addition size, power and mass are not as significandy limited as for a free satellite.
It is to be expected that the SSH advantages can also be the case for station experiments. A possible implementation is a facility to directly transfer SSH instruments to the station. In addition the capability for repair and replacement is also a major advantage over instruments on independent satellites. For all measurements, the 57°inclination of the station is sufficiently high to obtain full coverage of tropical and regions where cloud radiation forcing has its greatest impact. Mid-latitude regions are also covered. More significantly, the orbit precesses rapidly with respect to solar angles and thus there is sampling through the full diurnal cycle. Most current and planned low earth orbit measurements for clouds and aerosol are from sun synchronous obits. The diurnal cycle is known to be a large factor, and there is a question on the sampling bias of current observations. A well know limitation of the space station as an earth observation platform is the lack of pointing stability. For active atmospheric sensors, the issue is to obtain good pointing knowledge rather than one of pointing accuracy. Pointing knowledge is not difficult to obtain. Pointing stability is a significant issue for imaging radiometers, but image stabilization mirrors and platforms for space instruments are a well developed technology. Likely a common system approach could be applied across all instruments.
CONCLUSION
The need for an earth science mission to study the full three dimensional cloud and aerosol structure and the associated physical parameters leading to a complete measurement of radiation forcing processes is well recognized.
The mission requires combined observations flom six or more specific instruments including active radar and lidar system.
The international space station is a desirable platform for the mission due to the potential to significantly lower instrument costs and an appropriate orbital altitude and inclination.
